Introduction
Lighter alkali-metal difluorides at ambient conditions are monoclinic or rhombohedral with distorted NaCl-like structures; the potassium and rubidium compounds are tetragonal with a distorted CsCl-like structure which undergo transformations to cubic NaCl-like phases at elevated temperatures. NH4HF2, however, has a structure related to that of its potassium analog but differs inasmuch as the two crystallographically distinguishable anions are distorted (from the symmetrical orientation in KHF,) by NHF hydrogen bonds and has a resultant orthorhombic space group Di,-Pman.@) Two distinguishable NHF groups are also present. Moreover, infrared studies show that the ammonium ion is maintained immobile in the lattice by hydrogen bonding, (') by an array o f NHF collinear bonds. (l) This paper provides low-temperature heat capacities from 5 to 300 K, extended elsewhere through melting. c To whom correspondence concerning this paper should be addressed. The Mark I adiabatic liquid-helium cryostat employed in these measurements was similar to one described by Westrum, Hatcher, and Osborne.@) Calibrated resistors, standard cells, and an autocalibrated White potentiometer were employed for these measurements. Duration of the energy input was determined with a vacuum-jacketed tuning fork calibrated against signals from the National Bureau of Standards station WWV. A platinum resistance thermometer (laboratory designation A-3) calibrated by the National Bureau of Standards against IPTS-48 over the range 10 to 705 K and a provisional temperature scale below 10 K were used. The gold-plated copper calorimeter (laboratory designation W-5) has been described elsewhere.(') Calorimetric measurements were made on a sample of mass 51.4000 g, the thermometer + heater + calorimeter assembly contributed between 25 and 35 per cent of the total heat capacity measured. A small correction was made for the slight differences in the amounts of helium and Lubriseal stopcock grease for thermal contact used in the loaded and the empty calorimeter. Buoyancy correction was made on the sample on the basis of the crystallographic density of 1.50 g cme3.
Results
The experimental heat-capacity determinations are presented in chronological sequence in table 1 so that the approximate temperature increments employed in the 
